Mind The Gaps!
Without an Implementing Agreement, the high seas is like a jigsaw puzzle with half the pieces missing.

It’s time for a wave of change to protect the high seas and comply with the Rio+20 commitment to achieve an Implementing Agreement.

Fill the gaps!
www.highseasalliance.org

1 WHOOPS! : Mandate to establish or enforce reserves & MPAs
2 YIKES! : Mechanism for EIAs or SEAs
3 HOULÀ! : Modern environmental management principles
4 おっと！: Access to and benefit sharing of MGR
5 عجبًا! : Global monitoring, control, surveillance of human activities
6 ¡OSTRAS! : Adequate geographic coverage of competent governance organizations
7 EPA! : Coordination & cooperation among existing governance organizations
8 HOPPLA! : Regime for flag state control of vessels